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Welcome to ‘The Beat’! The Beat is a regular publication sent by your local policing team to provide you with updates on
crime, investigation results and activities & events that your local policing teams have or are involved in.
The local policing team for Market Bosworth are: Sgt James Cross. PC Phil Hale. PC Rob Cross and PCSO Allan Charles.

Sgt Cross has passed back the responsibility of the June newsletter to me, which means it will be full of photos from the
Market Bosworth Police FB page. As ever – the beat has been busy – from the recovery of stolen vehicles, to neighbour
PCSOdisputes,
Darren Stretton
collisions, social media appeals, continued work with partner agencies including HBBC and meetings to address
the things that matter the most to local residents.
We’ve had early starts to assist colleagues with firearms led arrests, patrolled rural areas and arrested individuals wanted
on warrants.
Seasonal issues for us include increased reports of ASB (anti – social behavior) due to half term and fine weather. Parking
issues at local tourist attractions and hedge based neighbour disputes. Stay safe all. Rob – PC 207.

PCSO 6649 Charles taking the
opportunity to engage with some of those
enjoying Tropical Birdland during the half
term break.

This BMW was stolen WITHOUT the keys
from a Warwickshire address. It was spotted
by a member of the public who reported it to
us on 101 and we had it recovered
forensically.

Despite what some may think, any downtime
we get is spent patrolling the more rural and
isolated areas.
Cast your minds back to the 25 January.
Remember the males that were detained in Market Bosworth after the armed robbery in Hinckley?
Here’s an update.
Well done to those officers who tirelessly investigated this and those community members who assisted with information.
Four armed robbers who were found by police just hours after committing their crime have been jailed for more than 35 years.
They were sentenced on the 23rd May, For more information – head over to our FB page.

